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Church Diary 
 
Sun 18 Jun 10:00  Traditional worship 
   11:30  Interactive worship 
   12:00  Traidcraft stall in the Mayo Hall 
   18:30  Evening worship with Communion 
Tues 20 Jun  19:30  Role of women in my Faith.  Speakers from four  
   Faiths with 3 course curry supper, Shiraz Mirza Community  
   Hall, Norbiton (£12.50) 
Weds 21 Jun 14:15  Women’s Fellowship 
Thur 22 Jun  18:30  The Room review meeting 
 
Sun 25 Jun  10:00  Traditional worship 
   11:30  Interactive worship with communion 
   18:30  Reflective worship 
Wed 28 Jun  13:10  Lunchtime service 
   14:15  Women’s Fellowship 
Fri 30 Jun  09:00 17:00  Disabled and Older People’s Forum,  
   Mayo Hall 
 
Sun 2 Jul  10:00  Traditional worship with communion 
   11:30  Interactive worship with communion.  Baptism of  
   Theo Butcher and transfer of membership of Mike and  
   Jane Butcher 
   Copy deadline for Church News – editor Tony Wenman 
   18:30  Reflective worship 
   20:00  Holy Space 
Mon 3 Jul  14:00 and 19:00 Talk about Holy Land visit 
Wed 5 Jul  10:45  Men’s Forum 
   13:10  Lunchtime service 
   14:15  Women’s Fellowship 
Thu 6 Jul  20:00  Candlelight stretch class 
 
Sun 9 Jul  10:00  Traditional worship 
   11:30  Interactive worship 
   18:30  Reflective worship  
Wed 12 Jul  13:10  Lunchtime service 
   14:15  Women’s Fellowship 
 
Sun 16 Jul  10:00  Traditional worship 
   11:30  Interactive worship 
   Traidcraft stall in the Mayo Hall 
   Street Pastors BBQ – Prayer and Praise picnic 
   18:30  Reflective worship with communion 
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From the Minister 
Dear All, 
 
Happiness is a good bonus but it is a poor wage. 
 
What is the difference between joy and happiness? Joy is a gift from 
God.  Happiness is the result of external circumstances. Happiness is 
fragile and easily destroyed. Joy keeps on going and bubbling up 
whatever the circumstances. For example, you decide that today you are 
going to be happy.  You plan the perfect day. But then the day arrives 
and it is easily spoiled by the sun not shining or you getting a spot on 
your chin or the person you were going to be with’s child getting a cold 
or…..Happiness is fickle. It depends on external events.  
 
Joy on the other hand is not dependent on what is going on. You can 
know joy in the darkest of places and circumstances. It is a sense of 
feeling right and at peace as well as a feeling similar to being happy. Yet 
happy in circumstances where you should not be happy.  
 
However suppose you decide that happiness is your goal for life. How 
would you go about getting that? Do you get happiness from food or 
money or white knuckle experiences? Yes sometimes. They have that 
possibility. But they are no basis for the whole of your life. They are OK 
as events that happen but not as the whole fabric of life. Equally it is not 
that the more you get the happier you will be.  
 
The answer is this – if you want to make a conscious effort to be happy, 
then there is a simple formula. Get your mind off yourself and do 
something for someone else. That sounds rather weak and pathetic but 
experience proves it to be true. The happiest people are not those with 
the most cause to be happy. They are not the richest, cleverest or most 
powerful. They have a fulfilment that comes from outside of themselves 
and it is a bi-product of the thing they are doing. 
 
Do not build you life on sand said Jesus, build it on rock. Something that 
will last whatever life throws at you. 
 
Yours, 

Lesley 
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From Derek’s Desk 
 
You may recall that I explained in the May edition of Church News that 
the URC Synod has decided to create eight Strategic Ministry positions 
in the synod (in the UK) which will be allocated for strategic mission 
projects (through the Districts).  These Ministries will not be attached to 
individual churches, but to areas where there is a need for creative, 
innovative and mission-based work.  As the largest South Korean 
population in the UK straddles the area covered by New Malden URC 
and ourselves it has been decided to make this one of the new areas. 
 
We have just heard (1st June) that Suk In Lee has graduated from 
Queens College Birmingham and is therefore now an eligible candidate 
for the job.  We have also heard that his wife He Jung Kim has 
graduated from Kingston University with a nursing degree in psychiatric 
medicine.  Congratulations to both of them.  The next step will be on 21st 
June when the URC Wimbledon District Council will be meeting at 
Tolworth URC, and consideration will be given to appointing Suk In to 
the new position. 
 
When the possibility of this appointment was discussed with New 
Malden URC it was decided that a committee of four should be set up for 
the purpose of providing support and encouragement to the post holder 
and to review how the work is going.  The committee will also, with the 
applicant, review the opportunities for developing links between people 
whose first language is not English and each of the two congregations.  
Pat Brooks and Tony Wenman will be our two Elders on this committee.  
A past Treasurer at New Malden will be nominated to monitor all the 
financial aspects and Lesley with the Rev. Bruce Stuart (of New Malden) 
will obviously be involved at all stages. 
 
If this appointment goes ahead there will be regular reports to our 
Church Meetings – with particular reference to monitoring the 
effectiveness of measures designed to ensure that new people coming 
into our midst are introduced to church groups and that every effort is 
being made to develop friendships and mutual pastoral care.  As 
previously explained, our financial commitment would be limited to 
£2,250 in the first year which would cover books & courses, travel, 
telephone, office costs and entertainment.  There may be a need for us 
to contribute to start up costs which would be limited to half the cost of 
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lap-top or desk computer and a contribution towards the cost of his 
robes.  
 
It seems to me that we could be heading for some interesting and 
exciting times if we can become more international in our membership. 
We may be able to get some further appreciation of Korean life in 
Kingston as there will be a Korean Festival in The Fairfield on Saturday 
12th August – which could be well worth a visit  
 

Derek Winsor 

 

Flowers for July 
        

 
  

 
 

 

 
Madge Cole 

 

Any ideas? Any Offers? 
 

Street Pastor and Oxygen volunteer is looking for 

affordable accommodation (room/flat share)  

in the Kingston area from July/August. 

 

 
 

For more information please speak to Teresa James 

2nd Brenda Ives 
9th Marion Littlehales 
16th Phyllis Wilsher 
23rd Enid Clark 
30th Margueritte Scott  
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Pastoral News 

 
 

Phyllis W  has spent some time in Kingston Hospital this month due to 
falling and fracturing her hip.  She is recovering well after an operation 
and is now at home. 
 
Tony P  has also spent a couple of weeks in Kingston Hospital this 
month but is now home. 
 
Barbara F  has been admitted to Kingston Hospital at the beginning of 
June.  We hope that Barbara will recover quickly and be home soon. 
 
David R’s  father died at the great age of 103 years.  Our sympathy and 
prayers are with David and his family at this sad time. 
 
Jean T is due to go into hospital soon for a hip replacement.  Our 
thoughts are with Jean and we wish her a speedy recovery. 
 
Our good luck and special thoughts go to all our young people who are 
taking their exams at this time. 
 
Congratulations to He Jung K who has graduated in nursing. 
 
We pray for Lesley in her support of our congregation.  We also 
remember those on our regular prayer list: Philip, Olwen and William S, 
Alan, Cathy and Rebecca S, He Yeon and Martyn V, Malcolm L, Ann M, 
Munro M, Muriel A, Hilda T, Ken T, Lilias R and Rose and Joshua O. 
 

Maggie Arnold 
 

Brigades – could you help? 
 
The number of young people attending Brigades on a Friday evening at 
our church has increased significantly.  This is great news, but it also 
means that we need to increase staffing levels.  If you have some free 
time on Friday evenings and would like to help, please speak to Emily 
Young. 
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Christian Aid Week  Christian Aid Week  Christian Aid Week  Christian Aid Week  ---- 14 14 14 14thththth to 20 to 20 to 20 to 20thththth May 2006 May 2006 May 2006 May 2006 

    
Thank you all for help in Christian Aid week and helping raise a staggering 
£4,200.  We were all reminded last week with the Indonesian earthquake 

that this world is a tough place for so many.  

In so many other parts of the world it seems little progress is made 

towards enabling the poor to live a half decent life. When these tragedies 

are shown on the TV set I always thank GOD that I live in a country with 

a stable climate and government where it is possible to plan for a future 

and that Christian Aid and other non political organisations are around to 

offer and provide aid when it is needed. 

 

I often find myself these days challenging people’s misconceptions of the 

church and charitable organizations. For so many with no real contact 

with people of faith, their views are formed and I believe misguided, by 

headline grabbing news bites that lead them to think all problems in the 
world are caused by religion and all charitable organizations waste money 

paying high salaries to their executives rather than getting the monies to 

the people they are there to help. 

 
After discussing the many tragedies and conflicts caused with no 

reference to religion I remind them of the invaluable work Christian Aid 

and other similar organizations (NGO’s) do. That these Organisations 

need effective structures to efficiently organise their work and get funds 

to the people in need. If it was all done by volunteers, in their spare time, 

can you imagine the time it would take to mobilise funds, people, supplies 

etc. To operate in our world effectively agencies like Christian Aid have to 
be professional. However, as most of you should know, Christian Aid  only 

spends 1% on Administration, 18% on Fundraising and all other on 

Development programs, aimed at lifting people out of poverty with 

sustainable projects and emergency appeals. 

 

The slogan this year is You add. We multiply,You add. We multiply,You add. We multiply,You add. We multiply, working with the world’s 

poorest communities, to invest in things that multiply and provide 

benefits for years to come – helping people improve their own lives, 

whatever their race or religion.   I was pleased as I knocked on doors that 

many had taken notice of the advert this year, which I think helped with 
our collecting. 

 

So Thank Thank Thank Thank youyouyouyou again for all the ways you helped in raising money, 
collecting, delivering leaflets, counting, baking, serving and particularly 
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for giving up some of your time. it was very good result for us. I 

particularly thank those that collected for the first time this year, it can be 

a daunting prospect until you have knocked on a few doors and find some 

are really pleased to see you. I also thank Myrtle for her idea of doing 

Cake and Coffee morning at her home and organising a cake sale 

throughout the week which raised a fantastic sum. 
 

Here are the numbers:- 

 

  2006 

Year Total £4,205.64 
Door to Door 1982.88 

Coffee Morning & Cakes 301.6 
Misc.Donations 1338.41 

Offertory &/or Special Collections 264.1 

Tax Reclaim 196.6524 

Myrtles Coffee Event 122 

Other - not included in our total   

Market Stall ( joint with other churches) 154 

 
The attached graph shows how we performed this year versus other 

years. 
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Link Romania 
 

We really want to thank all those of you who came to support the coffee 
mornings in aid of Link Romania. 
 
Thanks to your great generosity, whether in buying cakes or making 
them or in bringing other articles to sell, we have been able to send the 
sum of £180 to Link Romania – a wonderful result. 
 

Rosemary and Gordon Moore 
 
 

Marmalade 
 
Thank you to those of you who have recently started bringing me jam 
jars for next year’s marmalade. 
 
I am sorry to say, however, that 2006 is the last year when I will be 
making marmalade for the church!  It is very easy to make, especially if 
you have a food processor, and I will willingly type out the recipe (yes, 
I’m that old fashioned) and let anyone have a copy. 
 

Rosemary Moore 
 
 

Church Picnic 

 
 
In July there will be a Church Picnic – all welcome.  Further details will 
be available once the location has been confirmed.  Please keep an eye 
on the service paper and notices from the Social Committee. 
 

Ray Charlton 
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Palestine – ‘Kids for Hope’ 
 
I hope you read the article in last month’s Church News. 
 
This July, Kids for Hope (Jerusalem Arc) are sending a group of 15 
children to our URC Centre at Windermere.  When we emailed that 
Kingston URC were arranging for a £5,000 donation, we received a reply 
which included the following: 
 
“Many thanks for your support to Jerusalem Arc.  Your email has come 
as answer to many prayers and we shall now be able to send ‘Kids for 
Hope’ children to Windermere this July. 
 
Our aim is to bring 15 children and four counsellors to Windermere from 
different West Bank villages and towns.  We hope to be able to raise a 
remaining equal amount to bring the entire group …” 
 
If you study the above wording, it would seem that our contribution has 
been vital.  So now it is up to us to raise the money, which because of 
the July deadline we are in faith sending in advance, and need to 
recover because of our own church budget situation. 
 
The Oak Tree Fund (to be renamed the Olive Tree Fund?) will go part 
way, but in view of the target amount, individual donations will be greatly 
appreciated.  Monies can be given either through me or direct to our 
Treasurer, Georgina Forbes – ideally if you are a tax payer, 
accompanied by a written signed note saying that you are a tax payer 
and agreeing to the church reclaiming tax under the Gift Aid scheme. 
 
It is only a drop in the ocean, but it will be a great boost for the morale of 
those working peacefully for justice in Palestine, and the benefits of this 
lifetime experience for the Christian children from an oppressed society 
will be immense. 

Phil Crump 
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Another point of view 
 
I write this article with a heavy heart, because I know it will offend people 
I respect and admire.   
 
I have read the reports on the website of the visit to Israel/Palestine by a 
group of our members, and also the articles referring to it in Church 
News.  I have also listened in church to references to the visit.   I did not 
attend the May church meeting, because  the visit was to be discussed, 
and I thought it better, rather than speaking controversially, to set out in 
writing what I feel, in all conscience, I have to say.  
 
I have never visited Israel, but I have read a lot about the tragedy there.  
Madge and I were on a cruise in the Middle East – Oman, Egypt, Jordan 
– a couple of years ago.  Of course, we were not able to visit Israel, 
because the Arab countries do not allow a ship, or indeed an individual, 
to move from one to the other. This is because they do not recognise 
Israel’s right to exist. While we were on that cruise, the Arab League was 
having a meeting, and the attacks at this on Israel’s right to exist were 
reported, in savage language.  
 
I know the Kingston URC group were on a religious, not a political visit, 
but I fear, for compassionate reasons that I understand, they have 
allowed themselves to be sucked deep into areas of political 
controversy, and not in a fair-minded way.  I have space to take only a 
couple of examples. The subject of check-points is frequently brought 
up, and the inconvenience to the group, and the worse hardships for the 
Palestinians that these cause.  
 
Nowhere can I find any recognition of why these check-points were built: 
in an attempt to protect Israelis from murderous attacks.  On the day our 
church group was flying out, I was startled to hear on the radio that eight 
Israeli civilians had been murdered in a café.  I soon realised, with relief, 
that our party could not have reached the area before the bomb 
exploded.  But I then remembered guiltily that eight people were dead, 
and their families were mourning, even if we, thankfully, were not so 
personally affected.  
 
Perhaps I have missed something, but nowhere in the thousands of 
words I have read or listened to from the group has there been any 
indication of sorrow, even a prayer – not only for these dead Jews, but 
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the thousands who have preceded them in violent death, at the hands of 
Palestinians.  Yes, there have been even more Palestinians killed by 
Israeli action, and their families also mourn.  But especially in views of 
the Christian Church’s less than glorious record in saving Jews from the 
Nazis in the thirties and forties, surely we should bend over backwards 
not to make the same mistake again. 
 
Let me be clear.  I do not think for a moment that any member of our 
congregation would be guilty of retaining, after 2,000 years, the thought 
that the Jewish nation crucified Christ and are therefore the natural 
enemies of Christianity.  But we ought to be careful of being dragged 
into other people’s essentially political quarrels, and leaving ourselves 
open to misinterpretation. Humanitarian concern is proper for Christians.  
Political judgement on too little facts is not. 
 
For, sadly, you cannot be half-in and half-out of a political issue.  In one 
article in Church News, there is reference to the hardship caused by ‘the 
non-payment of government workers (due to Israeli sanctions)’.   This, 
presumably, is what our group was told by those Palestinians they 
encountered. But it is only a half-truth.   The withholding of money was a 
consequence of the Palestine people’s decision to elect a Hamas 
government.  As has been widely reported in newspapers, radio and 
television, Hamas, apart from its murderous attacks on Israeli civilians 
and soldiers, stands for the wiping-out of the Jewish state.  Not only has 
its election caused the Israelis to withhold funds (some of which they 
have now restored through a non-governmental route).   The same 
action has been taken not only by the United States, but by the 
European Union – yes, not only Britain, but France, Germany and the 
other 20-plus nations as well.   
 
I can understand our group listening sympathetically to stories of the 
hardship their Palestinian acquaintances are undoubtedly suffering.   But 
is there not an obligation to recognise, even perhaps to point out in 
discussion, that Israelis are suffering too, and through actions carried out 
in the name of the Palestinians?  Are those our group met speaking out 
against their own side’s atrocities, or only against Israel’s?    As Lesley 
says, quoting Romans, we should ‘rejoice with those who rejoice; mourn 
with those who mourn.’  There are two sets of mourners in that sad area.  
Alas, both sides seem to rejoice when their adversaries are mourning.  

John Cole 
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Breaking the Silence 
 
Breaking the Silence is a group of recently discharged Israeli Soldiers. 
It was founded in 2004 when a platoon of largely leftist soldiers, many of 
whom had grown up on Kibbutz and had joined up with their friends and 
served together.  They came together to show the problems, they 
consider themselves to be journalists showing, recording the problems, 
they do not offer solutions. 
 
UK Peace Now enabled a speaker from Breaking the Silence to come to 
Britain this year, and to speak at the Friends House on Euston Road on 
Thursday 25th May. 
 
Our speaker and his platoon were based for 14 months in Hebron, and 
in the last few months of service he and his platoon began to think about 
civilian life / discharge, what they had done and what they had become.  
 
They realised that Israeli Society did not know what the Occupation was 
like.  So they decided to ‘bring Hebron to Tel Aviv’.  In 2004 they held a 
photo exhibition of pictures taken during the occupation with video 
testimonies from serving and recently discharged soldiers. The 
exhibition described abuse, looting, and destroying properties.  It was 
massively successful, the Israeli media and 7000 people attended the 
exhibition, including soldiers, who were telling them the same stories 
from other places, and their families. 
 
After the exhibition they realised that they had to continue their work, so 
they now run a programme of: 
• Collecting testimonies 
• Lectures, mostly in Israel itself 
• Lectures for youth movements and high school children 
• Tours of Hebron, the only Palestinian city Israelis can go to  
 
As ex-soldiers they have earned the right to speak: to tell the stories – 
what occupation means; to understand the mindset which enables 
participation in the occupation.  ‘Breaking the Silence’ believe there are 
two levels of silence to be broken: 

1. Understanding, to realise, open their own eyes to what they are 
doing,  

2. Talk about it and tell their stories. 
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The speaker said that until he became a soldier he had a clear view of 
good and evil, black and white, but after a very short time in occupied 
territory his morality was ‘put in a blender’, everything grey. 
 
We were shown a picture of a Palestinian child through a sniper lens, 
and were told it was just a joke, he wasn’t shot.  We were told that after 
a few days a weapon as a killing machine loses its power. That there are 
two types of blind folded and handcuffed Palestinians, - those 
considered terrorists, and those who are being ‘taught a lesson’ – who 
smiled when showing their ID, or broken curfew, or thrown stones. They 
would be left for 12-14 hours in the corner of the barracks. 
 
That the Military Spokespeople state that: ‘key confiscation is illegal’, 
when a journalist questioned this, the IDF stated that it was an extreme 
case, it would be investigated, and the people responsible charged. We 
saw a box full of keys on hooks, they were the ones confiscated in one 
month that soldiers had actually bothered to take back to the barracks. 
Apparently, the Palestinians were so used to this happening that they 
would have four or five sets of keys for their cars. 
 
‘Silence is not a sickness of ex-soldiers it is a sickness of human 
beings’.  The speaker pointed out that problems do not finish when 
people are demobbed. 10% of his platoon are now Shepherds, wanting 
to hide away. Of 50,000 people demobbed each year 30,000 visas are 
issued to India, ‘go and spend a year taking drugs’ to try and forget. He 
also pointed out the high level of violence in families in Israel. 

Emily Young 
 

It's our 150th birthday!!! 
 

Our sanctuary is 150 years old on July 9th. Once described as a 'perfect 
example of mid-Victorian Doric architecture' it survived threats of 
demolition in the 1970s and the fabric is now surely in the best condition 
it has been since it was first opened.  
 
Our archives sadly do not contain much about the construction of the 
sanctuary but it first gets a mention in the church meeting minutes of 
September 1854 when the pastor noted that the property adjoining the 
old meeting house was up for sale - 'which was of great importance to 
the interests of the church'. In July 1855 two special church meetings 
were held to 'consult about the new chapel' and in October 1855 a 
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'public tea meeting attended by 400 persons 'was held to take farewell of 
the old chapel - 'radiant with the hopes of prosperity to come'.  
 
The first stone of our present building was laid on 27 November 1855 by 
Sir Culling Eardley Bart., following a service in the nearby Assize Court. 
A document was deposited in a bottle beneath the foundation stone with 
the words 'This building is erected to the glory and for the worship of 
Almighty God, Father, Son and Holy Ghost, Amen'. The architects were 
Messrs Barnett and Birch of Grays Inn Lane and the builders Thompson 
and Crosswell of Islington. The chapel was virtually complete just seven 
months later.  
 
The order of the opening service is held in our archives but the only 
other record of the event is a description in the Surrey Comet of 12 July 
1856 headed 'Opening of the New Congregational Chapel, Kingston' 
which is worth quoting: 'The opening of this beautiful and commodious 
place of worship was celebrated on Wednesday the 9th inst. The 
spacious building was almost filled with a most respectable audience in 
the morning and full in every part in the evening. The morning service 
began with the singing of Camidge's Sanctus with great feeling and 
effect. The Rev. Samuel Martin preached a most eloquent and forcible 
sermon from Isaiah 54 v2 and Luke 12 v18, listened to with great 
attention. The large company then proceeded to the Town Hall where a 
dinner was provided. The morning and evening collections amounted to 
£269. The psalmody was kindly conducted by H Bidgood Esq. in a very 
masterly style. Some of the hymns, especially the last in the evening 'All 
Hail the Power of Jesus' Name' were most thrilling and the body of 
voices throughout the whole congregation rose in excellent time and 
harmony. [The organ incidentally was not installed for another 15 years.] 
The interior, though not quite completed, has a fine effect, the ventilation 
is exceedingly good, the curve of the gallery [demolished in the 1970s] is 
very graceful…there is very little ornamentation but everything looks 
good and in excellent taste... The gas is perhaps the most effective of all 
the internal arrangements - the whole except the part under the gallery 
being lighted by one brilliant centrepiece suspended about 9 feet from 
the ceiling. It consists of 7 brilliant stars with prismatic drops and 
surrounded by a corona of small jets by means of which the light is 
beautifully diffused. The entire cost of the building will be about £3,300.'  
[By the way, no images of the famous gas light have survived but there 
is still a hole in our ceiling where the fumes and smoke were extracted  
through a ventilator.] 

John Fisher 
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Music into Oak Trees 
Robert Elliott, conductor of the Wessex Male Choir, has heard about the 
wonderful acoustics for music with which our church is blessed, and has 
asked if he can bring his choir to give a concert. The choir’s repertoire is 
wide, from opera to music from the shows, and the standard of their 
singing is high enough to make them prize-winners at the Llangollen 
International Music Festival in 2004. They are singing in our church on  
16 September, 2006. Precise details of the concert are yet to be worked 
out, but I will make them available as soon as I have them. 

Some of you may remember that in October 2004, my son-in-law, Simon 
Wookey brought his choir Cantiamo to sing at Kingston URC. We had a 
splendid programme of ‘serious’ music in the sanctuary and then moved 
into the Mayo Hall for refreshments and some choral singing in a lighter 
vein. 

After getting used to father-hood (you may have met our granddaughter 
Emma on one of her visits), which began a year ago this month, Simon 
now feels that he can get his head round preparing a concert for 
Cantiamo. He is planning to bring the choir back to Kingston in the early 
Autumn (end of September/beginning of October) this year. The format 
will probably be similar to their last visit, and Simon and Nicola are trying 
to work out which items Emma will be allowed to conduct!  

What has all this to do with Oak Trees? Well, there are always costs to 
putting on concerts, but both choirs have sad they will keep costs to a 
minimum so that any profit we make can go into the Oak Tree Fund. So, 
the more people who come and enjoy the music, the more the Fund will 
benefit. 

Watch these pages and the website for details, and be prepared to enjoy 
two wonderful evenings of choral music. 

 

Tony Wenman 
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Shout! 
 
We received the following information from Shout! who run a café service at 
the URC every Friday afternoon between 1:30 and 3:30.  Read more …. 
 
SHOUT is part of KAG Advocacy who started off at the URC some 16 
years ago.  So SHOUT to some extent have come home to roost so to 
speak! 
 
Our remit is to encourage self advocacy amongst people with learning 
difficulties/disabilities in the borough.  We aim to boost self confidence 
and decision making ability, to a level that they feel comfortable with. 
 
To this end we have been holding a drop in upstairs on the second floor 
at the URC for the past 6 months.  It continues to attract a varied mix of 
people, who value the space and/or activities we provide.  The sessions 
provide tea and coffee, advocacy, pool, table tennis, games, chat and 
time to be with friends.   
 
SHOUT are on the look out for potential volunteers to assist with their 
work.  If you are interested, contact them on 020 8255 0003 or by email 
to shoutgroupkingston@supanet.com 
 

 
 
Every Wednesday morning , 10:30 – 12:30 at Youth and Community 
Centre, School Lane, Tolworth. 
Every Friday afternoon , 1:30 to 3:20 at KURC. 
Wheelchair access is available at both locations. 
Contact Jan Deane, Kingston Advocacy Group, 020 8549 1046. 
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What do we believe? 
 
Well, it’s a good question, and I’ve no doubt that we have all asked it of 
ourselves at some time or another.  When, therefore, I saw that an event 
called, “What do we believe?” formed part of the recent Readers’ 
Festival, I thought that I should go to it.  It consisted of a panel of 
speakers from four different faiths, each of whom told us what his faith 
was about.  They were all authors; in fact it was the launch of a series of 
books called, “What do … believe?”.  Following the talks, I bought two, 
one written by an Anglican clergyman called Malcolm Guite, entitled 
“What do Christians Believe?” and the other one on Druids. 
 
Now, I can’t stand people who say, “you really must read this” and then 
try to ensure that you do, so I won’t say it.  I will simply tell you that all 
the books are short (just over a hundred pages) and easy to read.  If you 
are of an evangelical persuasion and don’t know what to say to 
enquirers, this book will tell you.  That was, after all, why it was written.  
You can either borrow my copy or ask Pat Brooks, who will be pleased 
to get it for you. 
 
Druids???  I haven’t a clue, but one day I hope to get round to reading it. 

Fred Randall 
 

Test your knowledge – who said that? 
Turn cartoons upsidedown for clues. 
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News from Romania 
 
I went to Romania in April between the Protestant and Orthodox Easter 
celebrations.  This was my 34th visit and it was good to be again with Georgeta 
and her family outside the Cathedral at midnight on Easter Saturday “waiting for 
the light”.  It’s an exciting moment when the darkened Church is suddenly a blaze 
of light and the hundreds of people waiting in their street light their candles from 
the large candle carried by the priest. 
 
I was staying again with Adriana’s mother so I was with their family on Easter 
day.  Adriana was not at home as she was “on guard” in the Paediatric unit which 
meant working from 7am on Easter day until 1pm on Monday.  I visited her in the 
afternoon taking her egg and cake.  Easter Monday was spent with Georgeta’s 
family, always a very busy household.  The Easter period lasts for 40 days and I 
visited many friends in that time. 
 
The weather was colder than usual for this time of the year and followed an 
extremely cold winter when the temperature fell below -25°C, and the Black Sea 
was frozen.  The Danube was in flood when I was there in April and again in 
September last year, and Sylviu, Adriana’s husband, said that there had been 
five episodes of flooding.  When I arrived this time there was serious flooding and 
the level had hardly fallen when I left three weeks later.  A great amount of water 
flowing down from Serbia, and from melted snow in the mountains, caused many 
dykes to give way and around 4,000 homes were completely destroyed.  There 
were incredible TV pictures showing the sudden, total collapse of quite well-built 
houses and then many serious landslides causing more people to be evacuated.  
Thousands of hectares of land were still deep in water w hen I left on May 10th 
and many families were living in tents having lost everything.  There is great 
concern about disease now as many animals were drowned.  Many roads are 
now unsafe due to landslides.  The train journey from Bucharest to Constantsa 
was very slow as the line was unstable in an area where it crossed an arm of the 
Danube.  When I returned the timetable had been changed and the journey 
lengthened from 3 hours to 4½ hours.  There was only one day’s rain whilst I was 
there but the floods are taking a long time to recede.  It’s a major economic 
problem for the country.  There were depots in every town where people could 
take food and clothing for the people in the affected areas and all the churches 
were involved in relief work. 
 
I enjoyed meeting again people who had been our guests at Kingston Hospital 
and others too.  Cornelia, a senior nurse who is now a health inspector, took me 
to a small town just outside Constantsa.  Twenty five ladies with basic schooling 
were starting a ten-week course to prepare them to go into homes to help the 
elderly with non-nursing tasks.  I met the Mayor, a lady, who was working closely 
with the local Orthodox Church and World Vision in various ways.  In one building 
they were providing a main meal for 50 children each day. 
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I spent the mornings in the Paediatric unit where there were still abandoned 
children.  One little girl, Anna Maria, was a particular challenge.  She was 3 ½ 
years old and had been left in the hospital by her mother when she was admitted 
with a chest infection.  Now she was better but so obese that she wasn’t walking 
or even standing at all.  She was so heavy I could hardly lift her from her cot but, 
after some energetic play on a mat each day, I managed to persuade her to 
stand up and by the time I left she was pulling herself up in her cot and walking, 
with persuasion.  I heard that she would be able to go to a family centre the next 
week where she will certainly have more activity than in the hospital. 
 
Adriana, a paediatric oncologist, has been awarded her PH.D for leukaemic 
research and is very grateful for all the help she received from the Russell 
Project.  Her latest challenge is “pain control” and I was delighted to be able to 
help her with some money toward the cost of attending a course run by a hospice 
in another part of Romania, the first course related specifically to problems of 
pain control in children. 
 
Georgeta was having a busy time as her daughter and son-in-law were 
emigrating to Canada immediately after Easter.  Her usual working day was 8am 
to 9pm but I knew I was welcome in her house at any time. 
 
I was pleased to meet again someone I had known since my first visit.  She had 
been nursing in Saudi Arabia for six years in order to earn money to support her 
daughter at University in Bucharest.  Monica now has a post as a Computer 
Engineer in a large firm but Elena, here mother, was unable to find a suitable 
nursing post in Romania and leaves for Canada at the end of May.  She’ll live 
with a family in Toronto, caring for one year-old twin boys while she finds out 
what credits she needs for nursing in Canada.   
 
Sanda has been very busy since my last visit when it seemed that the hospice 
might have to close because the funding arrangements with the Romanian 
Government had failed.  After much  hard work some funding was established on 
a new basis.  The name has now had to be changed to “Medical Centre for 
palliative care” – Casa Soarelui (the Sun House). 
 
It has been difficult to explain the concept of palliative care to numerous officials 
but she seems to have accomplished that.  She’s sure that the greatest need now 
is for hospice and respite care for patients of all ages with cancer, not just 
children, and while I was there the “Sanitary Inspector” was visiting because 
there are now new specifications for the type of accommodation to be provided.  
In addition to what is supposed to be a “half time” post at the  hospice, she is also 
Director of “The House of New Life”, a centre run by an American organisation for 
children with HIV/AIDS. Sandra’s aim has been to find homes with families in the 
community for as many children as possible so that they have a more normal life.  
There are now 20 children with families and Sandra is responsible for visiting 
them all and liaising with their schools to overcome any problems.  She also 
organises family and staff support groups.  A few handicapped children remain in 
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the centre and she is hoping to be able to organise a training scheme for them.  
Despite her hectic schedule we did find a few opportunities to meet and talk, the 
last at 5:30am when she came to take me to the station for my return  journey. 
 
I am very grateful to all those friends who gave me gifts of money to use and all 
the recipients asked me to pass on their thanks – including the children in the 
Sun House who had some extra treats on Easter day. 
 
I wanted to make it possible for Sanda to have a new window in her bedroom.  
When the wind blows from the sea, the rain drives in under the sill and floods 
here room.  She has also been wanting to redecorate the main room.  When her 
mother and aunt were alive, they lit many candles to celebrate the rites of the 
Orthodox Church and parts of the walls and ceilings are black.  The window has 
now been replaced and the redecoration started. 
 
Adriana’s mother welcomed me into her home again.  She had spent the winter in 
the bedroom so that the remainder of the flat could be closed off and remain 
unheated.  She moved out in time for my 14th visit!  I knew that she also wanted 
to replace a window and redecorate the room.  The frame was so rotten it wasn’t 
safe to open the window.  I left Adriana’s husband to organise the work.  
Constantsa is full of small firms renewing windows in the old blocks of flats. Buni 
Maria was delighted to have this work done as it will save her money on heating 
next winter.  Her pension is now about £85 per month and in the winter the 
heating for one room was almost £60.  It was so cold that she didn’t need to use 
her refrigerator so she saved a little money!  There are now some shops selling 
used clothing from Germany and Sweden and she goes to those and buys 
clothes by the kilo.  Despite her own health problems she is in great demand by 
her sick and elderly neighbours. 
 
The prospect of joining the EU is uppermost in people’s minds, although they 
differ in their opinions.  Georgeta and Adriana both feel that the changes needed 
to meet the requirements are a stimulus for those changes which would not 
otherwise happen.  Sandra feels that the financial cost is too great.  She says “to 
be sick, disabled or just a pensioner in this country is an awful state to be in”.  
However entry into the EU would mean that she could come to the UK without 
having to apply again for a visa and we both look forward to that! 
 
Thank you for all your support for myself and my Romanian friends.  They 
appreciate your friendship and encouragement enormously and I shall go to see 
them again later in the year. 

Olive Springham 
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Wimbledon District Prayer Link 
 

Sent by Rev Jean Hall, 8a Eardley Road, SW16 6BP  email: ocesjean64@hotmail.com 
 
“Then Jesus told his disciples a parable to show them that they should pray and 
never give up”  Luke 18:1 
 
The Prayer Rota for July/August is St Andrew’s & Clapham Wandsworth.   
Here are the prayer requests for June 2006. 
 
District matters for prayer from the President 
 
• East Hill congregation, District and Synod as they seek to put in place a plan for 

mission. 
• For the vacant congregations of St Marks and St Andrews (Balham) and Tooting 

and the soon to be vacant congregations of Twickenham and Hampton Hill. 
• The calls extended to Pauline and Terry Sparks to Petts Wood and Bromley/Lee 

Green respectively. 
• The retired ministers and their spouses living in our District. 
• Give thanks for Rev Alex Mabbs, Sylvia Back and Janet Thompson who retire 

from the District Executive this month. 
• For the life of Mrs Sparks, Terry’s mother, who died on Wednesday 24 May. 
 
Prayer requests from Ewell URC 
• Give thanks for the Church Anniversary and open weekend, where many 

neighbours and groups who use the premises during the week were welcomed.  
It was a very rewarding and fruitful weekend. 

• Pray for the Minister Pat and the Elders as they seek the guidance of the Holy 
Spirit through study and training and that the fellowship may actively respond to 
the stewardship campaign. 

• Pray for the Emmaus, Wednesday evening Fellowship and Thursday morning 
Bible study groups as they seek to deepen their faith through prayer and Bible 
study. 

• Pray for the church family as they mourn the loss of several devoted members.  
Pray for those who are unwell, remembering especially Guy Morgan, Pat 
Vaughan and Harry and Gwen Faulker, that they may know the healing power of 
the Holy Spirit. 

• We give grateful thanks for the devoted service given by Jean Hensman and 
Mike to Bookham Church and welcome them back to our fellowship. 

 
Prayer requests from Epsom URC 
• Easter People live by faith in Christ’s Resurrection and the salvation which this 

brings from living for worldly ends to the freedom of the Kingdom of God. 
• Bless our Minister in her day to day tasks and her wider thinking. 
• Be with the work of the Elders, the WCC and the F&GP committee. 
• For all the work amongst our young people who use our buildings. 
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Two more Mayos… 
 

Further to Fred's article about Richard Mayo, readers may not be aware 
that Richard had a son, Daniel, who was also minister of our church. In 
fact he was minister to the 'dissenting congregation in Kingston' for no 
less than 35 years - by far the longest ministerial 'reign' in our history.  
 
Daniel Mayo was born in 1672 and educated at the Merchant Taylors' 
School and at Utrecht in Holland, graduating in 1697. He became 
minister at Kingston in the following year, by which time the 
congregation were meeting in a purpose-built hall. (This was no doubt 
possible as a result of the relaxation of the laws against nonconformity in 
1689). He appears to have been very popular and during his ministry the 
congregation increased greatly. Interestingly, while in Kingston he taught 
at a local school which had been founded by the grandfather of Philip 
Doddridge, the great nonconformist hymnwriter (why not look up his 
hymns in Rejoice and Sing?) and where Philip Doddridge himself was 
educated for three years (1712-15). Doddridge acknowledges Daniel 
Mayo's 'excellent instructions' in one of his writings.  
 
In 1714 Daniel Mayo began preaching regularly in Hackney and later in 
the City of London, but he still retained his Kingston pastorate. He died 
in harness in 1733 and was laid to rest in the precincts of Kingston 
Parish Church. Quite a number of Daniel's sermons were printed as 
pamphlets and have survived in libraries, including our own archives. 
Daniel Mayo also had a son called Daniel who became an assistant at 
Kingston in the latter years of his father's ministry, but he felt drawn to 
the Church of England and eventually became vicar at Michelmersh in 
Hampshire. Thus father, son and grandson were all ministers of our 
church - is this a record?? 

John Fisher 
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The U.R.C. Church 
 
There’s no such thing of course (unless you are into repetition in quite a 
big way) but it is amazing how often, even in U.R.C. publications you will 
see our denomination referred to as the U.R.C. church.   
 
Thinking in a pedantic sort of way about this anomaly it suddenly struck 
me that the name of our denomination does not trip lightly off the tongue.  
Most people know what one means by an Anglican, a Baptist or a 
Methodist and so on, but how many people know what U.R.C. stands 
for?  And whilst if you said R.C. most people would know what you were 
talking about, if you say U.R.C. or, phonetically, ‘erk’, how many people 
would have a clue what you were talking about?  Of course Kingston 
U.R.C. could call itself the Kirk and that would generally be understood 
but if someone says, “Which denomination do you belong to?” you would 
probably have to say, “The United Reformed Church”, which would 
almost certainly elicit the response, “What’s that?” 
 
So what can we call ourselves?  The united church? (but we are in the 
reformed tradition and that is important.  In any case, United sounds like 
a football team).  The reformed church? (but we are united, and that was 
the whole idea of creating the U.R.C. in the first place).  The Catholic 
church then? (which may be technically correct but which is highly 
confusing).  Or simply the U.R.C.  That seems the only valid option but 
at least it is better than the United Reformed Church church. 
 

Fred Randall 
 
P.S.  I typed this on my computer and even the spell checker says you 
can’t have a U.R.C. church! 
 

From other church magazines (apparently!) 
 
“The Fasting & Prayer Conference includes meals.” 
 
“The sermon this morning: Jesus Walks on the Water.  The sermon 
tonight: Searching for Jesus.” 
 
“The Rector will preach his farewell message after which the choir will 
sing: Break Forth Into Joy.”
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 A WARM INVITATION IS GIVEN TO ALL WHO READ THIS MA GAZINE TO 
COME AND SHARE IN OUR SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES 
 
Sunday Services: 
Morning Worship  10.00 (Communion on the first Sunday monthly) 
Interactive Worship  11:30 (Worship in an interactive style  

 Communion on the last Sunday monthly) 
Evening worship  18.30 (Communion on the third Sunday monthly) 
Contemporary Worship 20.00 (on the first Sunday monthly) 

 
Tea and coffee are served between the two morning services and after the 18:30 
Evening Worship. 
 
During the 10.00 service there are group activities for children of all ages. The 
children go out to their group at the end of the second hymn, and visiting children 
are welcome to join them. 
 
Private Prayer  The Sanctuary is open daily from 11.30 until 13.30. 
Coffee and Tea Our foyer is normally open every weekday and Saturday  

from 11.00 until 14.00 for coffee and tea. 
A Listening Ear  If you would like to talk with someone about a matter of 

concern in the foyer between 11.00 and 14.00 on every 
weekday and Saturday , you should find someone wearing a 
badge who will be pleased to help. 

 
Normal Activities:  
Monday:  10.00  Parents & Toddlers (during school terms) 
   19.00  Bible Study (October to April) 
   19.00  International Friends Group 
   20.00  Liturgical Dance Group 
Tuesday:  10.00  Parents & Toddlers (during school terms) 
   15.00  The Room (during school terms) 
   20.15  Badminton 
Wednesday:  10.00  Parents & Toddlers (during school terms) 
   10.45  Men’s Forum (first Weds monthly except August) 
   13.10  Lunchtime Service 
   14.15  Women’s Fellowship (weekly except August) 
   19.30  Prayer Meeting 
Thursday:  15.00  The Room (during school terms) 
   20.00  Relaxation & Stretch Class (first Thurs monthly) 
Friday:  from 17.30  Girls’ Brigade (during school terms) 
   from 17.30  Boys’ Brigade (during school terms) 
Saturday:  18.00   Youth Club 
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Kingston United Reformed Church is a member of the Local Ecumenical 

Project in Kingston Town Centre with its partners All Saints Parish Church, 

in the Market Place and Kingston Baptist Church, in Union Street 
 

 
 

Minister:   Revd Lesley M Charlton 

    12 Regent Road 
    Surbiton, Surrey    KT5 8NL 

    Telephone:  (020) 8399 4423 

 
Church Secretary: Derek Winsor 
    4 Quayside Walk, Charter Quay 

    Kingston 

    KT1 1HY 
    Telephone: (020) 8549 9967 

 
Church Treasurer: Georgina Forbes 
    81b Westbury Road 

    New Malden, Surrey    KT3 5AL 

    Telephone:  (020) 8942 4672 
 

Church Organist:  Tony Wenman 

    7 Common Road 

    Claygate, Surrey    KT10 0HG 
    Telephone:  01372 464709 

 

Premises Manager: Michael Brennan 
    Monday – Friday  09.30 – 17.00 
    Telephone:  (020) 8549 1888 

 
Items for publication in Church News must reach the editor’s pigeonhole opposite 
Room 6 no later than the first Sunday in each month.  Electronic copy can be 

provided on diskette, or emailed to the editor (contact him/her/them for details). 
Next copy deadline:  12 noon on Sunday, 2 July 

Editor:  Tony Wenman 

Contributions on matters of reflection and opinion as well as reports of activities are 
welcome 

 

 
Thank you to Xerox Business Services (based at County Hall, Kingston) 

for printing Church News 
 


